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Messenger video to phone

Dear LifeHacker, changing videos for iPods is so easy in iTunes, but I can't seem to get videos to play on my Android device. How can I change videos so that they will run in native Android video player? Honestly, annoyed with videodyer, I really recently wrestled with myself. I tried to configure the handbrake manually,
and my videos still won't play. After a while, just for giggles, I encoded a video using the iPhone preset of handbrake, and it played entirely on my droid. And, since the biggest difference between Android video compatibility and iPhone compatibility is resolution, you can simply use this preset and set the resolution for
easily playable videos on your phone. Every Android device is different, but you can take a look at your phone's Tech Specs page to see what your screen resolution is (for example, here's motorola droid's page, which notes screen resolution as 480x854). G/O Media can get a commissioned device, to change a video for
your phone, open it in a handbrake and hit the iPhone and iPod touch profiles in the sidebar on the right. Then, click on the Picture tab (or picture settings button at the top of the handbrake window, if you're on the Mac) and set the anamorphic box to loose. Change the width of the video to match the height of your
phone's screen in pixels (since you'll be watching the movie with your phone in landscape format) - in case of droid, 854 (or the closest you can get up to 854). Convert the video and then connect your phone and copy it to your SD card. It should play through android gallery app without a hitch. This may sound obvious,
but it took me a lot of manual peddling before I realized that the iPhone setting would probably work fine. So hopefully those of you who are still having problems can use this method. Of course, if you have extra space and just watch DivX or MKV videos on your phone, you can always check out the previously mentioned
RockPlayer.Android: By default, Android phones can only handle a small number of video types, and you can... Read MoreLove, Lifehackerp.S. Got any of your own tips for watching videos on Android? Share them with us in the comments. You may not need a video camera at all. If you're in the market for a new cell
phone, you can now pick up a pocket-sized model that still shoots videos with images. But it might not be worth the trouble. Here's why. The latest cell phones are now shipping with 1 megapixel digital cameras. This means you can capture a picture that looks pretty decent- much better than sub-megapixel images from
the first crop of camera phones. But because these phones have limited storage-usually just an SD (Secure Digital) flash memory slot-there's not much space to save video. This means That you can shoot footage of a few seconds or a minute, but it will fill the space quickly — if the phone is one. And because these
devices are optimized for battery life and wireless transmission, they lack a decrease Really powerful enough to process and sing videos. That means quality will suffer even more than if you bought a dedicated camera. Nevertheless, you can expect to use the new crop of camera phones to do video messaging, which
lets you snap a quick 15-second movie and then e-mail it to family or friends. It is expected that the video message will become popular later this year as the e-mail photos are today - because phones are becoming available right now. Verizon, for example, is now pushing the follow-up to the LG VX 7000, the popular
VX6000 camera phone. Without a storage card, it'll save just a handful of 15-second videos over its 4 megabytes of internal storage. Sprint offers three different video phones: VM-A680 from Samsung, VM4500 from Sanyo and VM4050 from Toshiba. Each lets you create and e-mail 15 seconds clips as well. I recently
tested the VM4500, and even though the quality was awesome, it was a ton of fun to send video clips to friends. Sending video mail doesn't come for free, though. Sprint charges $5 a month to send the video, while Verizon's plans bundle instant messaging and start at $8.t-Mobile and AT&T Wireless, with AT&T Wireless
supporting 60 seconds of video at a time. Singular will add this fall video. Want two-way wireless video? You'll have to wait until this fall, when AT&T Wireless starts selling Motorola's A845 phone. Nifty's device offers videoconferencing between units, but only in AT&T's most advanced network — currently planned for
Seattle, San Francisco and two other cities this year. However, with Singular's imminent purchase of AT&T Wireless, those networks could be delayed — pushing two-way video phone capabilities even further. I expect similar two-way video capabilities to roll over Verizon's high-speed EVDO networks — San Diego and
Washington, D. Available in select sites including C - also later this year. Watch Google, YouTube and other web videos on your mobile phone with the pre-download of Orb MyCasting.Of Day Orb, lets you stream music, videos, photos and other media from your Windows PC to any web-enabled device. The new Orbis
plug-in (available for IE and Firefox) adds the ability to add web videos from DailyMotion, Google Video, Guba and YouTube to your MyCasting library. Windows only: Freeware program Orb lets you stream videos, audio, images and TV from home... Read MoreI did a quick test with my Verizon Wireless Motorola Q - and
failed to play my sample YouTube video properly. There was audio but there was no video. Other videos played fine, though, so it can be a simple mess. I will update the post later because I am able to test more. Meanwhile, Orb Webb's Killer remains one of the freebies. It is only available for Windows. Orb
MyCastingG/O Media may get a commission to get Facebook rankings and Android phones Has come up with a new way of doing - something it hopes will help mobile users keep engaged with their app to determine what features features The content should look at them. More than 500 million [M] people in the social
network log into their service from nearly 10,000 different models of Android phones, everything from the latest Samsung Galaxy or Motorola Droid to basic Android phones that could be five years old. Different processors, memory configurations, screen sizes and networks all have the effect of how easily the Facebook
app runs, so getting a wide number of users a good experience can be a challenge. So far, Facebook has largely relied on screen resolution and which version of Android is running to determine its capabilities and what the user sees. Resolution is important for screen layout, while the Android version gives a clue how
advanced the phone's hardware is-the newer the OS, the better the phone. But the recent proliferation of smartphones in developing countries has upset him. Many basic phones, which have been running Gingerbread or Honeycomb in the past, are now running the much new Jelly Bean operating system, version 4.2.
The same OS are higher-end phones like lg Nexus 4 and HTC One X+. So instead of the Android version number, Facebook engineers have started to rank the phone by 'year class' instead. The idea is simple: look at each phone and estimate, based on its hardware specs, in which year it happens to be a high-end
smartphone. So, for example, if a phone sold this year came with a processor and memory that were in the top-of-the-line phones in 2011, that's the year class of the phone, not 2014 when it went on sale. Facebook says it can better decide what users have to serve by grouping the handset in such a way. The system is
already in use and was planned last month to roll out interface enhancements for phones of the year class 2012 and above. It also helped determine what content is being used to show users in their News Feed. For example, one old year class phone won't see as much video as those of another recent year class.
Looking ahead, Facebook said it is examining other features that could affect the user experience. One of them is the speed and quality of the network connection. Note: When you buy something after clicking on the link in our articles, we can earn a small commission. Read our Affiliate Link Policy for more information.
Microsoft announced an update to its Windows Messenger real-time communications client on Thursday morning that will allow PC users to make phone calls from their computers through participatory service providers. The update will be available October 25 in Windows XP versions of Messenger. Messenger supports
audio and video conferencing, application sharing, online collaboration, and instant messaging. The new PC-to-phone calling options will be included in the downloadable update of the Windows Messenger feature within Windows XP. In addition, an update to the MSN Messenger client supports this new PC-to-phone for
users of previous versions of Windows will enable. Consumers will be invited Updates – which is less than 1 MB for Windows XP users – from the web when they use their Windows or MSN Messenger client on or after October 25, the official launch date for Windows XP. Microsoft officials said the update will also enable
Windows XP users with Windows Messenger to make PC-to-PC voice calls to more than 30 million MSN Messenger users as well as other Windows Messenger users. Participating Internet telephony service providers include Callerway Communications, DeltaThree Inc., Dialpad Communications Inc., Net2Phone Inc.
and Telus Corp. Customers will have to set up accounts with these service providers — based on their locations (Callerway is in Telus in the UK and Canada) — and will be able to track the balance of their current call account from within Messenger. Of course, PC-to-phone calls are not new technology, nor does
Windows Messenger need to make such calls. But some service providers hope that throwing its weight behind Microsoft technology will enable it to catch up among the general public. We believe that the inclusion of an easy-to-use PC-to-phone client in Windows XP will help move PC-based voice communication closer
to the mainstream and will provide a technical building block for our next-generation SIP [Session Initiation Protocol] applications, Noam Bartin, CEO and President of DeltaTin, said in a statement. Statement.
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